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Abstract—Radio-Frequency IDentification (RFID) technology
permits a reader to wirelessly query a tag for its embedded
globally unique identifier. Passive RFID tags, which are small,
low-cost (a few cents each), and batteryless, can be reliably read
only when they are within a few meters of the reader since the
tag must power up itself by harvesting energy from the reader.
Past work attempts to increase the RFID range by providing
them with more energy, such as by synchronizing multiple custom
design RFID readers and performing beamforming. However, we
demonstrate that a passive tag’s range is limited not only by the
need for the tag to harvest energy but also by the need for the
tag to decode the reader’s transmission, and vice versa. Thus,
instead of modifying readers, we ask if a tag’s manufacturer can
increase passive RFIDs’ range by lowering the data rate. Our
results show that the working range can be increased by a factor
of about 10 by simply using a low data rate. Our real-world
experiments using customized tag prototypes have a range of
∼40 m, with an SNR exceeding 12 dB.

Index Terms—RFID, Long Range, Bit Rate, Decoding Ability

I. INTRODUCTION

Radio-Frequency IDentification (RFID) technology allows a
reader to wireless query a tag for its unique digital ID. RFID
tags can be either passive or active. Active RFID tags need
a battery to transmit data, which not only adds to their cost,
but also limits their lifetime. In contrast, passive RFID tags
are batteryless, smaller, and cheaper. Thus, passive tags are
widely used for applications in many industries [1], including
agriculture, retail, security, and food.

Applications relying on passive RFID tags are critically
limited by their range, that is, the distance at which they can be
reliably read. This range is theoretically up to 10 m for Ultra
High Frequency (UHF) based tags [2]. However, in practice,
the robust working range of most RFID-based application
systems is limited to 3-5 m, limiting their applicability [3]–
[9]. Increasing the range of passive RFIDs would allow the
development of many novel applications, such as the hands-
free commercial and residential vehicle access [10] and the
low-cost sensing [11]. Moreover, by sharing the cost of an
expensive reader across a larger number of tags, they would
reduce the overall deployment cost. Thus, this paper asks the
question: Can we increase the range of a passive RFID tag?

Given the importance of passive RFID range, many prior
researchers have addressed these question. However, prior
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studies have mostly focused on increasing the range by im-
proving energy harvesting at passive RFID tags [12]–[17]. For
example, some researchers propose to combine multiple cus-
tomized RFID readers to perform beamforming [16]. However,
these systems have two limitations. First, their performance
gain is limited because harvesting energy is not the only reason
for limiting a passive tag’s working range: the need for the
tag to decode the reader’s transmissions and vice versa is
also important. Thus, merely providing more energy to the
tag is inadequate. Second, they require multiple readers and
antennas which make the whole system both bulky (several
meters across in size) and costly.

In this paper, we use a novel approach to solve the problem.
Instead of treating the tag’s parameters as a given, we show
how to make a small modification to a tag (a modification
that must necessarily be made by tag manufacturers), that
can dramatically increase its range. Specifically, we first
experimentally demonstrate that a tag’s decoding ability is an
important barrier to its working range. Then, we show how a
manufacturer can improve a tag’s decoding ability (and thus its
range) by using a lower data transmission rate. This is because
a low data rate improves the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the
communication paths of both the reader-to-tag and the tag-to-
reader. We note that this approach has been well-studied in
other contexts, such as the 802.11 technology [18], where there
is an explicit choice of data rates to deal with environmental
noise. However, to our knowledge, such a trade-off has never
been proposed for RFID systems. Moreover, in our work,
we experimentally measure the actual increase in range by
reducing the data rate, something that is not obvious from
theory alone.

We validate our insights using detailed real-world experi-
ments. We first build a customized tag that mimics the opera-
tion of a low-bit-rate passive RFID tag. We then demonstrate
that even existing tags can slightly improve their range by
increasing the so-called ‘Tari’ value [19], which is the length
of a symbol on the medium. Our experimental results show
that with a low data rate, assuming enough energy can be
harvested by a tag, the working range of a customized tag is
as much as ∼40 m, while keeping the SNR above ∼12 dB.
We conclude that by lowing the data rate of commodity RFID
devices, something that a tag manufacturer can easily control,
the maximum working range of passive RFID tags can be
greatly improved.

This paper makes the following contributions:
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1) We show that the energy harvesting problem is not the
only limitation to the passive tag’s working range.

2) We show how greatly increase the working range of
passive RFID tags by using a low data rate.

3) We verify our solution through real-world experiments.

II. BACKGROUND

Passive RFID tags are battery-free devices with unique
embedded IDs that can be read by a device called an RFID
reader. The reader transmits a high power Radio-Frequency
(RF) signal as a query. The tag uses this query to power up
itself and respond to the reader with its ID. To communicate
a tag’s ID to the reader, three conditions must be satisfied.
First the tag needs to harvest enough energy from the reader’s
query signal. Second, the tag must decode the reader’s query
(this is the downlink). Third, the reader needs to successfully
decode the tag’s response (this is the uplink). We now explain
each step in more details [19]:

Data-0

Data-1

Tari

PW

PW=Tari/2

1.5Tari ~ 2.0Tari

Fig. 1: Pulse Interval Encoding for RFID communication.

Energy Harvesting. To power up a passive RFID tag, the
reader transmits a high power sinusoidal Continuous Wave
(CW) signal which is used by the tag to harvest energy.
Specifically, the tag uses a rectifying charge pump circuit to
convert the CW signal into a Direct Current (DC) signal to
power up its chip [20].

Downlink. Once the tag is powered up, it needs to decode
the reader’s query. RFID readers use Pulse Interval Encoding
(PIE) scheme to communicate with tags [21]. In this scheme,
the reader transmits its query bits by emitting pulses of CW
signal with varying intervals, as shown in Fig. 1. To transmit
a ‘0’ bit , the reader transmits the CW signal for a short time
followed by a short period of silence; to transmit a ‘1’ bit, the
reader does the same, except that the CW signal lasts for a
longer time. The length of a bit is defined by the ‘Tari’ value
which can be chosen from 6.25 µs to 25 µs in today’s RFID
tags. The tag decodes the reader’s query signal by monitoring
the power level of the query signal using a rectifier circuit (see
Section IV for details).

Uplink. Once the tag decodes the reader’s query, it responds
to the reader with its embedded ID. The tag uses ON-OFF
Keying (OOK) modulation to communicate with the reader.
Specifically, the tag transmits a ‘1’ bit by reflecting the reader’s
signal and a ‘0’ bit by not reflecting the signal. On the reader
side, the reader uses full-duplex hardware to remove its self-
interference signal (i.e., the reader’s high power CW signal),

and then uses an RF chain and an Analog-to-Digital Converter
(ADC) to down-convert and decode the tag’s ID.

III. MOTIVATION AND OUR SCOPE

For an RFID reader to successfully read a tag, three
conditions must be met: the tag should be able to harvest
enough energy, the tag should be able to decode the reader’s
query signal, and the reader should be able to decode the tag’s
response signal. Most prior researchers focus on only the first
step [12]–[17]. Thus, they attempt to improve a tag’s working
range by delivering more power to the tag. Although, these
approaches are effective to some extent, the tag’s range and
reliability continue to be limited due to the second and third
requirements, which arise the motivation of this paper.

A. Motivation

We demonstrate the aforementioned results and our motiva-
tion by using three real-world experiments. We use an ALN-
9740 RFID tag [22], an Impinj R420 RFID reader [23], and
an Ettus USRP N210 [24]. The USRP transmits a continuous
sine wave at a frequency of 850 MHz. This sine wave
signal is used to power up the tag, so that the tag is never
energy-limited. Note that, although RFID readers and tags
can work in a wide range of frequencies (840 MHz and
960 MHz), our reader operates only at the frequency range of
902.75–927.25 MHz [23], due to the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) regulation. This guarantees that the power
signal (i.e., the sine wave at 850 MHz) generated by the USRP
will not create interference for the reader, and the reader will
be able to read the tag’s ID.

Experiment 1: In this experiment, as shown in Figure 2(a),
an RFID tag is deployed 1.8 m away from a reader that
operating at a low transmission power (i.e., 10 dBm). At this
transmission power, the tag does not respond to the reader.

Experiment 2: We perform the same experiment as ‘Exper-
iment 1’, while we deploy a USRP 10 cm away from the tag,
as shown in Figure 2(b). The USRP transmits a continuous
sine wave to provide additional power to the tag. Then, the
reader can read the tag. This implies that the range of the tag
was limited by the amount of energy it could harvest.

Experiment 3: We perform the same experiment as ‘Exper-
iment 2’ while we increase the tag-to-reader distance from
1.8 m to 3.0 m with a step of 10 cm, and check if the tag
responds to the reader, as shown in Figure 2(c). Note that,
similar to ‘Experiment 2’, we always keep the USRP 10 cm
away from the tag, so that the tag is not energy-limited. We
find that when the distance between the tag and the reader
increases beyond 2.6 m, the reader cannot read the tag. This
continues to be true even when we increase the transmission
power of the USRP to provide more power to the tag.

Conclusion: The above experiments imply that even if a tag
can harvest enough energy to power up itself, its range can
still be limited due to its inability to decode the reader’s query
signal or the reader’s inability to decode the tag’s response
signal. Because, as the distance between the tag and the reader
increases, the SNR of both reader’s query signal and the tag’s
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1.8 m

Tag Reader 

No tag response

(a) Exp-1. The tag does not respond due to the
reader’s low transmission power.

1.8 m

Tag Reader USRP

Tag response

1.8 m

Tag Reader USRP

Tag response

(b) Exp-2. Additional power is added to the tag.
Now, the tag can respond to the reader.

2.6 m

Tag Reader USRP

No tag response

2.6 m

Tag Reader USRP

No tag response

(c) Exp-3. Even with enough energy, the range is
limited by the decoding capability of tag and reader.

Fig. 2: Experiments for observing the working range limitations of RFIDs.

response signal decreases and hence one or both signals cannot
be decoded, resulting in a limited range.

B. Scope of Our Work

Recent work has demonstrated several techniques to provide
more power to RFID tags, so that the tags are never energy-
limited [12]–[17]. Thus, we assume in our work that the
energy harvesting problem has been solved using one of these
approaches, and focus only on how to improve the decoding
ability of RFID readers and tags.

IV. IMPROVING DECODABILITY

We now explain our approach to improving the tag’s ability
to decode the reader’s query (downlink) and the reader’s ability
to decode the tag’s response (uplink) in a low SNR regime.

A. Improving Downlink Decoding

We first explain how RFID tags decode a reader’s signal,
then provide insights of improving the downlink decoding.

A simplified demodulator of typical passive RFID tags is
shown in Figure 3. The demodulator works as an envelope
detector, which includes a diode, a capacitor, and a resistor.
When there is an RF signal at its input, the capacitor is
charged and the output voltage of the demodulator goes high
(i.e., the high-level voltage); and when there is no signal at
the input, the capacitor is discharged by the resistor and the
output voltage drops (i.e., the low-level voltage). An RFID
tag decodes the reader’s query message by distinguishing the
voltages between these two levels, e.g., a low-level voltage
means ‘0’ bit and a high-level voltage means a ‘1’ bit. For
example, Figure 4 (top) shows an reader’s query signal 1 which
goes into the input of the demodulator, and the below figure
shows the signal at the output of the demodulator. Clearly, the
‘1’ bit and ‘0’ bit can be detected by distinguishing the two
voltage levels.

The downlink decodability diminishes when the distance
between the reader and the tag increases, so that the difference
between these two voltage-levels decreases, which makes it
hard for the tag to distinguish between the ‘1’ bit and the ‘0’
bit. To improve a tag’s range, that is, its ability to decode the
reader’s query, we need to increase the voltage gap V between
the high-level and the low-level voltages, as shown in Figure 4.

1As described in Section II, the reader transmits its query’s bits by emitting
pulses of the CW signal.

Diode

Cap

-

RF in

+

Out

Res

Fig. 3: A simplified demodulator of RFID tags.

Fig. 4: An example of a reader’s modulated signal and a tag’s
demodulated signal.

That is to say, the larger the voltage gap is, the easier for a
tag to differentiate between the two voltage-levels, resulting in
an improved downlink decoding.

Note that the high-level voltage is equal to the amplitude
of the input signal and the low-level voltage is the voltage of
the capacitor when it is discharged. For a given tag-to-reader’s
distance, the amplitude of the input signal is fixed. Thus, in
order to increase the voltage gap V , we need to make sure
that the capacitor has enough time to be fully discharged, thus
lowing the low-level voltage.

To understand the relationship between the discharge time
and the capacitor voltage, assume that Ui is the voltage
amplitude of the input RF signal. Then, Equation (1) shows
the output voltage Uo , i.e. the voltage of the capacitor, when
the capacitor is discharging over time t as:

Uo = Ui · e−
t

RC , (1)
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where R and C are the resistance and the capacitance of
a tag’s demodulator. Clearly, the output voltage Uo decays
exponentially over time, i.e., the longer the discharge time,
the low the ultimate output voltage. Therefore, to increase
the voltage gap V , either we need to increase the capacitor’s
discharge time or decrease the value of RC.

Tuning the RC value of the tag’s envelope detector is a
plausible alternative to improving a tag’s ability to decode the
reader’s query. However, we use simulations to demonstrate
that in fact, this is not a practical approach. We set up a
simulation using the Matlab Simulink package [25] to model
the behaviour of the envelope detector, i.e., a simple RC
circuit. Figure 5 shows the impact of the RC value on the
envelope detector’s output signal for three different RC values.
We make the following observations:
• Large RC value: When the RC value is too large, the

capacitor will discharge slowly, as shown in Figure 5(a).
Thus, the voltage gap V will be very small, reducing a
tag’s decoding ability.

• Small RC value: When the RC value is too small, the
capacitor discharges very fast, as shown in Figure 5(b).
In this case, the capacitor voltage simply follows the
rectified sine wave and hence the circuit does not work
as an envelope detector, i.e. the tag does decode.

• Carefully-chosen RC value: When we carefully choose
values for RC, as shown in Figure 5(c), the demodulator
works as an envelope detector and the capacitor dis-
charges when there is no input signal. We may get a large
voltage gap V when the capacitor is fully discharged.

Conclusion: Those results imply that the choice of the RC
value is tightly constrained and cannot be easily tuned to
increase a tag’s decoding ability.

To this end, it leaves the only feasible alternative: reducing
the low-level voltage by increasing the discharging time, i.e.,
using a low data rate. Specifically, by increasing the ‘Tari’
illustrated in Figure 1, the RFID tag’s capacitor will have
more time to discharge and hence the low-level voltage will
be more distinguishable from the high-level voltage. By doing
so, we can improve the ability of the tag to decode a reader’s
query and also increase the tag’s communication range. We
experimentally validate this insight in Section V.

B. Improving Uplink Decoding

In this section, we first explain how a reader decodes a tag’s
response; then discuss how using a low data rate improves the
reader’s ability to decode this response.

As explained in Section II, the tag uses the ON-OFF keying
modulation to communicate with the reader. The tag transmits
a ‘1’ bit by reflecting the reader’s signal and ‘0’ bit by not
reflecting it. The reader uses (i) a full-duplex hardware to
remove its self-interference signal, (ii) a standard RF chain to
down-convert the RF signal to the baseband, and (iii) an ADC
to sample and decode the tag’s response signal. The reader’s
decoding ability is limited by the SNR of the sampled signal:
if this SNR is too low, the reader will be unable to decode
the tag’s response. Hence, in order to improve the reader’s

decoding ability when the tag is distant from the reader, we
need to improve the SNR of the tag’s response signal.

To understand how to do so, we first recall that SNR is
defined as the ratio of the signal power to the noise power,
and can be calculated as:

SNR(dB) = 10 log10
Signal Power

Noise Power
. (2)

Crucially, noise values are uncorrelated and signal values
are linearly correlated. Hence, if we sum a large number
of received signal samples (i.e., noisy signals), the averaged
noise power will decline by the number of averaged samples,
while the averaged signal power will be nearly constant.
Mathematically, the SNR (i.e., SNRavg) after the averaging
process over W samples is:

SNRavg = 10 log(Averaged Signal Power
Averaged Noise Power ) (3)

≈ 10 log( Initial Signal Power
Initial Noise Power/W ) (4)

= SNRinitial + 10 log(W ), (5)

where, SNRinitial is the SNR before the averaging process.
This equation shows that averaging W samples will improve
the SNR by 10 log(W ) dB. Note that the averaging can be
done in the reader’s software and does not require modifica-
tions of the reader’s hardware.

To this end, to improve the SNR, we simply need to average
samples for a relatively long period of time: this keeps the
signal power constant, while the noise power declines. To
evaluate this in practice, we experimentally compute the power
of averaged signals and the power of averaged noise from
USRP samples. Figure 6 shows the result, where we increase
the number of samples W to be averaged from 1 to 200. As
expected, with the increase of the number of samples W , the
power of averaged signals stays constant, whereas the power
of averaged noise decreases. Note that, when the number of
samples W is larger than 100, the power of averaged noise
decreases slowly, since it reaches the non-white noise floor.2

Indeed, the averaging only helps in reducing the white noise,
it does not reduce some other sources of noise (such as the
ADC non-linearity noise) which are not white.

V. RESULTS

In this section, we conduct experiments to verify our ideas.
We first verify if lowing the data rate improves the tag’s ability
to decode the reader’s query. Next, we verify if lowing the data
rate improves the reader’s ability to decode the tag’s response.
Finally, we verify if lowing the data rate improves the range
of commodity passive RFID tags.

A. Downlink

We begin by examining whether using a low data rate can
improve a tag’s ability to decode a reader’s query in the low
SNR regime.

2Note that one can further improve the SNR by using a better hardware
and a larger window size beyond 100. In our experiment, the non-white noise
floor of the USRP is high due to the poor quality of hardware.
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(a) A large RC value. The capacitor discharges
slowly and the voltage gap is small, reducing a
tag’s decode ability.

(b) A small RC value. The capacitor discharges
very fast and the demodulator does not work, i.e.
the tag does decode.

(c) A carefully-chosen RC value. The demodu-
lator works as a detector and we may get a large
voltage gap when the capacitor is fully discharged.

Fig. 5: Impact of RC values on the voltage gap between a tag’s demodulated signal and a reader’s signal after the diode.

Fig. 6: An example of improving SNR by averaging the
received signal samples.

1 m

Diode

TX USRP

Reader Tag Oscilloscope

Capacitor

15pF

10MΩ

(a) The deployment layout.

Diode Capacitor

TX antenna

RX antenna

RF in RF out

Tag’s demodulator

Probe of
oscilloscope

(b) The experimental scene.

Fig. 7: The experimental deployment layout in (a) and the
scene in (b) for verifying the downlink SNR improvement.

1) Implementation: We use an Ettus USRP N210 [24] with
a typical RFID antenna to act as an RFID reader, as shown
in Figure 7(a). The directional antenna has a gain of 9 dBi
and a beam width of 63◦ [26]. The USRP transmits a PIE
modulated sine wave signal with a frequency of 915 MHz and
a gain of 30 dB. We also build an RFID tag’s demodulator

VPP

Fig. 8: An illustration of a tag’s demodulated signal.

that similar to the one used in commodity RFID tags. The
demodulator includes an antenna, a capacitor, and a diode
with a low forward voltage of 0.38 v [27]. The diode and the
capacitor works as a passive envelope detector to demodulate
reader’s signals. This custom-designed tag and reader allow
us to run experiments at different data rates and also measure
the voltage of the tag’s demodulated signal.

The modulated signal transmitted by the USRP (i.e., the
reader) is received by the tag. Then, the tag demodulates the
received reader’s signal into a square signal, which has high-
level and low-level voltages that indicate ‘1’ bit and ‘0’ bit. We
expect to have a large voltage gap, since it improves the tag’s
decoding ability and working range as explained in Section
IV. To measure the voltage gap, we connect the output of the
tag’s demodulator to an oscilloscope.

2) Evaluation: We conduct our experiments in an office
space as shown in Figure 7(b). We perform experiments for
different data rates and different capacitance values of the
tag’s demodulator. Specifically, the data rates (i.e., the PIE
modulation frequencies) are 10 Hz, 100 Hz, 1 KHz, 10 KHz,
65 KHz and 128 KHz; and the capacitance values are 15 pF,
470 pF, 1 nF, 470 nF and 1 uF. For each data rate and
capacitance, we use the oscilloscope to measure Vpp of the
output signal of the demodulator.

Figure 8 shows a screen shot of the oscilloscope measured
output signal of the tag’s demodulator, when the capacitor
value is 15 pF and the data rate (or frequency) is 10 Hz. The
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Fig. 9: The voltage gap V pp versus different data rates.

oscilloscope automatically measures the Peak-to-Peak Voltage
(Vpp) between the high and low levels of the demodulated
signal. The figure clearly shows that our circuit works as a
demodulator, since the two level voltages are very different.

Figure 9 shows Vpp for different data rates and capacitance
values. As we can see, Vpp decreases when we increase the
data rate. It implies that, as expected, using a lower data rate
results in a longer operating range for RFID tags. We also see,
confirming our theoretical analysis, that Vpp is sensitive to the
capacitance values. Indeed, when the capacitor is oversized
(e.g., > 1 µF), the circuit ceases to act as a demodulator.

B. Uplink

We now examine whether using a low data rate improves
the reader’s ability to decode a tag’s response signal in the
low SNR regime.

1) Implementation: We use two USRPs with two direc-
tional antennas to implement the transmitting chain and the
receiving chain of an RFID reader, as shown in Figure 10.
The ‘TX USRP’ transmits a continuous sine wave signal with
a gain of 30 dB and a frequency of 915 MHz. We design
an omni-directional RF reflector to act as the RFID tag, as
shown in Figure 10(a). The RF reflector consists of an omni-
directional VERT900 antenna [28], an analog device ADG902
RF switch [29] and an Arduino UNO controller [30]. The
ADG902 RF switch connects the antenna’s port to the ground
or keep the antenna’s circuit open. When the antenna is open-
circuit, it does not reflect an incoming signal; when the antenna
is connected to the ground, the antenna reflects the incoming
signal. An Arduino controls the OOK modulation frequency
(i.e. the data rate) of the ADG902 RF switch. The ‘RX USRP’
receives the reflection signal from the tag.

2) Evaluation: To minimize the interference between the
‘TX USRP’ and the ‘RX USRP’, the tag-to-TX’s link and the
tag-to-RX’s link are deployed perpendicular to each other, as
shown in Figure 10(b). The distance between the tag and the
‘TX USRP’ is 1 m. The distance d between the tag and the
‘RX USRP’ is set to d=1 m, 6 m, 18 m, 30 m, 36 m, and

RX USRP’s 
antenna

TX USRP’s 
antenna

RFID Tag RFID Tag

RF 
switch

Controller

(a) The experimental scene.

d
RX USRP

TX USRP

Reflection Antenna (Tag)

1 m

(b) The deployment layout.

Fig. 10: The experimental scene in (a) and the deployment
layout in (b) for verifying the uplink SNR improvement.

Fig. 11: SNR versus the distance for different data rates.

42 m. For each distance d, we test three different data rates:
10 Hz, 100 Hz and 1000 Hz.

We measure the SNR of the averaged signal, as described
in Section IV-B, for different data rates and different distances
d. Figure 11 shows the results of this experiment. Since we
fix the distance between the ‘TX USRP’ and the tag as 1 m,
our results calculate the one-way (i.e., the tag to ‘RX USRP’
link) SNR measurements, as the three solid lines shown in
Figure 11. To estimate the expected SNR of a round-trip
signal, we first use the one-way SNR measurement when
d=1 m as the baseline, since the distance of the tag-to-
‘TX USRP’ is 1 m. Then, we calculate the one-way SNR
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differences between the baseline and the SNR at a distance
d. Next, for each distance d, we subtract double of the SNR
difference from the baseline SNR to get the round-trip SNR
measurements. For example, suppose that the one-way SNR
at 1 m and d are xbase and xd. Then, the two-way SNR at d
is x′d = xbase − 2(xbase − xd).

As expected, increasing the distance between the tag and the
reader degrades the SNR. However, we find that for a fixed
distance, reducing the data rate significantly improves the SNR
of the averaged signal, which results in a higher working range
for RFID tags. It is clear that there is a trade-off between
the data rate (i.e., the OOK modulation frequency) and the
maximum working range. Specifically, to achieve a specific
SNR, a lower data rate gives us a longer working range. For
example, a range of more than 40 m with an SNR of 12 dB
is achievable when the data rate is 10 Hz, as the red dashed
line shown in Figure 11. Note that, the OOK modulation can
achieve a bit error rate of 10−4 at the SNR of 12 dB [31],
which provides an efficient communication for RFID tags.

Further, it is worth mentioning that these results are based
on the 30 dBm transmission power, which is in accordance
with the FCC rules and the commodity RFID reader’s trans-
mission power.

C. Improving the Range of Commodity Passive RFID Tags

So far, we have showed how to use the low data rate to
improve the decoding ability of both a tag and a reader. Here,
we examine whether we can use this insight to increase the
working range of commodity RFID tags.

1) Implementation: We use an Impinj R420 RFID
reader [23] without any modification. The reader operates in a
frequency range of 902.75–927.25 MHz. The antenna used by
the reader is a directional antenna with a 9 dBi gain and 63◦

elevation and azimuth beam widths [26]. We test three RFID
tags with three kinds of chips:

1) ‘Tag 1’: Alien Squiggle ALN-9740 RFID tag with the
Alien Higgs-4 chip [22].

2) ‘Tag 2’: SMARTRAC Frog 3D RFID tag with the Impinj
Monza 4D chip [32].

3) ‘Tag 3’: INLAY DRY AD-383U7 tag with the NXP
UCODE 7 chip [33].

The reader and tags used in our experiments are the same as
the readers used in state-of-the-art RFID systems [34]–[37].

2) Evaluation: As explained in Section II, a reader com-
municates with a tag using the Pulse Interval Encoding (PIE)
modulation scheme. Therefore, in order to change the data
rate, we change the pulse period which can be done by
changing the ‘Tari’ value.3

Ideally, we would like to change the data rate from a few
Hz to a few MHz and see how it impacts on the operating
range of RFIDs. This means that we need to change the ‘Tari’
value from a few µs to hundreds of ms. However, existing
RFID tags and readers only allow changing the ‘Tari’ value

3Recall that the ‘Tari’ value determines the length of the ‘0’ bit and the
‘1’ bit for the reader-to-tag’s communication, as explained in Section II.

TABLE I: RFID Reader Settings

LLRP Mode/ Name Tari (us) PIE
0 / Max Throughput 6.25 1.5:1

1 / Hybrid Mode 6.25 1.5:1
2 / Dense Reader (M=4) 20 2:1
3 / Dense Reader (M=8) 20 2:1

4 / Max Miller 7.14 1.5:1

Fig. 12: The maximum working range of RFIDs under differ-
ent ‘Tari’ values, where reader’s power is 20 dBm.

over a small range (i.e., 6.25 µs to 20 µs). Table. I shows
the reader’s working modes. We test three modes with three
different ‘Tari’ values, i.e., (i) ‘Mode 1’ with Tari = 6.25 µs;
(ii) ‘Mode 4’ with Tari=7.14 µs; (iii) ‘Mode 2’ with Tari=20
µs. For each ‘Tari’ value, we measure the maximum working
ranges of all the three tags when we set the transmission power
of the reader as 20 dBm. The results are shown in Figure 12.
As we can see, increasing the ‘Tari’ value increases the RFIDs’
working range since a larger ‘Tari’ value means a lower data
rate, which verifies our insight.

We also observe that increasing the ‘Tari’ value by ∼3
times improves the range by ∼30%. Although, the 30%
improvement in the working range might not seem significant,
if the software of the reader and the tag allows to change ‘Tari’
value from a few µs to tens of ms, the working range can
significantly be improved (by up to 10 times).

VI. RELATED WORK

We discuss the related work in both the RFID studies and
the recent long-range backscatter networks.

A. Improving the RFID Range by Using Multiple Readers

One solution to extend the RFID range is to use multiple
antennas [38], [39] or multiple readers [17]. For example, an
Impinj R420 reader can support 4 antennas [23]. One can place
these antennas in different locations to cover a larger area
or a longer distance. However, this approach adds additional
cabling complexity and requires expensive and bulky readers
which can support multiple antennas. Moreover, this approach
still has limited range since each reader can only support
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a small number of antennas. Recent work [17] uses the
collaboration between multiple readers to enhance the range
of some passive RFID tags. However, this approach can not
active/read all tags deployed in an area. Another work [16]
proposes synchronizing multiple antennas to perform beam-
forming to increase RFID’s working range. However, this
solution requires expensive clock, 8 USRPs and 8 antennas.
Further, since reader’s antennas are bulky and they need to
be placed half-wavelength apart from each other, this solution
requires a large spatial footprint which may not be feasible in
many scenarios.

Another solution to improve the RFID range is to deploy
a repeater on a drone [40] or multiple edge devices in the
environment to cooperate with the RFID reader for reading
RFID tags [41]. However, the design and deployment of many
edge devices is not cost-effective at the present time. Also,
placing a repeater on a drone [40] is not feasible in many
environments such as homes or hospitals.

Unlike these solutions, the method introduced in this paper
can improve the working range of RFID systems without the
need of additional hardware or antennas. Our method only
needs a data rate modification in the reader’s software and a
support of low data rates at the tags.

B. Improving the RFID Range by Harvesting More Energy

Past work has also attempted to solve the range limitation
problem by allowing tags to harvest more energy. These ideas
can be classified into two categories.

The first category introduces an additional power source
into the RFID tag. Those systems use either solar cells [12],
batteries [13] or oscillators [14] as an additional source of
power. Thus, they can improve the working range of RFIDs
by providing more energy to the tag. The system proposed in
Reference [14] uses a solar cell to collect DC power, and then
the collected DC power is converted to the RF power using
a high efficiency oscillator. Finally, the RF power is fed into
the RFID tag to improve its working range. Similarly, Vijay et
al [13] design a small battery powered RFID integrated circuit
(IC) for operation at the ultra high frequency and microwave
bands, in order to improve the working range of RFID tags.
However, these solutions require extensive hardware modifi-
cation.

The second category of solutions works on the reader side
and tries to optimize the reader’s transmission signal so that
the tag can harvest more energy [15], [42]. For example, in
Reference [15], the RFID reader transmits a Power Optimized
Waveform (POW), rather than a traditional continuous wave
(CW). The average transmission power of POW and CW are
the same, but the POW produces a short time window of
large voltage peaks. As a result, the RFID tag can harvest
more energy. Thus, compared with the traditional CW, the
tag’s range is improved, given the same transmission power.

In contrast to those studies, this paper demonstrates that a
passive RFID tag’s range is limited not only by the need of the
tag to harvest energy but also by the need of the tag to decode
a reader’s signal, and vice versa. We propose a simple solution

to improve the ability of a tag and a reader to decode each
other’s signals, and hence significantly improve the working
range of RFID systems.

C. Improving the Range by Designing New Readers and Tags

Some studies try to improve the RFID range by design-
ing new readers [42] or new tags [43], [44]. For example,
Boaventura et al. [42] design a multi-sine front-end reader that
can generate high peak power signals for improving the RFID
range. Such as, Amato et al. [43] and Varshney et al. [44]
design tunnel diode-based RFID tags that exhibit higher RF
power gain and lower power consumption, thus achieving a
long RFID range.

Unfortunately, it is costly to redesign tags or readers due to
the production line rebuilding, additional testing and the chal-
lenge of Compatibility with existing RFID devices, making
those solutions infeasible for manufacturers. In contrast, our
solution only needs software changes, which allows manufac-
turers to improve the RFID range easily at a low-cost.

D. Long-Range Backscatter Networks

Recently, the long-range backscatter networking has gar-
nered significant attention [45]–[47]. A state-of-the-art system
such as HitchHike [45] works with existing Wi-Fi devices
and achieves a reading range of 34 m when the transmitter
is 1 m away from the tag. LoRa backscatter can achieve
a longer range but it requires either a battery [46] or a
super-capacitor [47] to provide energy to the tag. The range
limitation of these systems is similar to RFIDs. Specifically,
to power up their backscatter tags, the tags need to receive
sufficient power from a transmitter. Thus, the energy problem
is still the limitation for their long range. However, none
of those systems discuss whether the decoding ability limits
their working range. We hope this paper also provides some
insight for improving the working range of such long-range,
backscatter systems.

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We demonstrate that the working range of RFID systems is
limited not only by the energy a tag harvested, but also the
ability of the tag to decode a reader’s signal and vice versa.
Therefore, to improve the working range and decoding ability
of RFID systems, we propose a simple solution, which is to
use a low data rate. It is worth mentioning that existing RFID
chips do not allow changing data rates over a wide range,
hence we are planing to build our own RFID chips in future.
However, our real-world experiments, using our tag prototype,
show that the working range of RFID tags can be improved
by up to 10× using our solution. We believe that our solution
opens up numerous exciting applications for RFID systems.
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